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Abstract 
We describe routing algorithms on networks composed of optical busses. Using networks 
with short busses and small degree we are able to give very fast routing algorithms. First, we 
describe a leveled optical network and a routing algorithm for it. Next, we show how to simulate 
this network on high-dimensional meshes of optical busses (MOBS). We present algorithms for 
routing, e.g., h-relations with runtime being linear in h, doubly logarithmic in size and polynomial 
in the dimension of the mesh. previous results are exponential in the dimension. E.g., routing an 
h-relation on a d-dimensional MOB of size N requires O(d’ logd 1oglogN + d3h) steps, with 
high probability. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Parallel algorithms; Randomized algorithms; Optical networks; Adaptive routing; 
Multibutterflies 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, the possibility of using optical devices to build very fast, high 
bandwidth communication networks has attracted many researchers, engineers as well 
as (theoretical) computer scientists. Anderson and Miller [l] were the first to consider 
routing algorithms for h-relations using the optical crossbar parallel computer (OCPC), 
or as a routing device the optical bus. 
An optical bus of length k connects k processors. In one step, each processor can 
try to send a message to an arbitrary processor. The sending is successful, only if the 
receiving processor gets no other message in this step. This very restrictive collision 
resolution is motivated by optical free-space communication: A processor S that wants 
to send a message to another processor R, directs a beam of light to the “receptor” 
of R. If several beams are directed to this receptor concurrently, the message sent 
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becomes unreadable. For a further discussion of this model see [ 1,4,5]. Extensions are 
discussed in [3,7]. 
In order to avoid too long optical busses, two-dimensional meshes where rows and 
columns are connected by optical busses are examined in [5]. Such a network of optical 
busses is called mesh of optical busses (MOB). Here, length k busses suIi!ce to obtain 
an efficient routing device for k2 processors. 
In this paper we examine networks of optical busses w.r.t. their routing capability. 
Formally, such a network can be descripted by a hypergraph whose nodes are the 
processors and whose hyperedges are the optical busses. The following parameters 
characterize the quality of such a network of size N: 
l the maximum length k of busses used, 
l the maximum degree d, 
l the routing time for permutations, h-relations, random functions, etc. 
Our main results are very fast routing algorithms on high-degree leveled networks, 
called split&hash networks. They are inspired by high-ary, low depth versions of 
Butterfly networks or Multibutterfly networks [lo]. 
We realize a split&hash network by replacing certain subgraphs by optical busses. 
Furthermore, we show how to simulate split&hash networks on high-dimensional 
MOBS, achieving the fastest known routing algorithms for them. Our techniques for 
permutation routing differ significantly from those previously derived for MOBS of con- 
stant dimension as in [5], they are inspired by hashing techniques to simulate shared 
memory on an OCPC as described in [7]. All MOB algorithms presented in this paper 
(and all previous routing algorithms for optical busses or MOBS) are randomized. 
1.1. Previous results 
Anderson and Miller [l] present an algorithm for realizing h-relations in O(h+logN) 
expected time on a single OCPC of size N. 
In [4] Goldberg et al. present an algorithm for routing an h-relation using O(h + 
log log N) time, with high probability, ’ if h < log N. 
The algorithm of Goldberg et al. works on a single OCPC. In [5] they give an 
algorithm on a two-dimensional MOB-PC using O(h+loglogN) time, with high prob- 
ability, if h < log N. In the same paper they suggest an extension of their algorithm 
to higher dimensions, still using O(h + log log N) time if the dimension d is constant. 
Extensions to higher dimensions result in a runtime exponential in d. 
1.2. New results 
We present a new butterfly-type class of networks, the so-called split&hash net- 
works, and its realization using optical busses. On such networks we give algorithms 
for delivering packets from the N sources to the N sinks. Our algorithm for permuta- 
tion routing requires O(d2 logd 1oglogN) steps, with high probability, on a split&hash 
* High probability means a probability of at least 1 - N-r, where y > 0 can be chosen arbitrary. 
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network of depth d. The probability space is described by some random choices done 
for constructing the networks while the algorithm itself is deterministic. The main 
building block of our algorithm is an adaption of a scheme presented in [7] where 
it is used and analyzed for obtaining fast shared memory simulations on OCPCs and 
similar machines. 
The algorithm can be extended to route a random function with known conges- 
tion C. The running time is 0(d2 logd log 1ogN + d2C), with high probability, if 
d = O(log” N), 6 < i. The algorithm is randomized and its last step makes use of an 
algorithm from [4]. 
Combining our methods with another technique of [4] we derive a randomized algo- 
rithm for h-relations. It requires O(d3 log d log logN+d2h) steps, with high probability, 
if h,< 1ogN and d = O(logsN), S<$. 
We show that all routing protocols mentioned above can be realized on the MOB 
with slowdown-factor of 0(d2). More precisely we obtain an algorithm using 
O(d4 log d log log N) steps, with high probability, to route permutations and an algo- 
rithm using O(d4 log d log log N+d2 C) steps, with high probability, for a random func- 
tion with known congestion C. The MOB version of our h-relation algorithm requires 
O(d5 log d log 1ogN + d3h) steps, with high probability, for any h-relation. All MOB 
algorithms are randomized, the restrictions for the dimension d are as above. 
Our results show a tradeoff between running time for various routing problems, the 
size of the optical busses and the degree of the network. The size of the optical busses 
in a split&hash network of depth d is O(dN1ld) and exactly N1ld in a d-dimensional 
MOB with N processors. The degree is O(d), both in the split&hash network and in 
the MOB. 
1.3. Organization of the paper 
In the next section we present some tail estimates we use later for the analysis of 
our probabilistic random protocols. Further, we describe some known results on routing 
that we need as subroutines in our protocols. The split&hash networks are defined in 
Section 3. Section 4 contains the algorithm for permutation routing on split&hash 
networks. The result is transferred to the MOB by simulation in Section 6. The main 
part of the analysis is done in Section 5. In Section 7 we give generalizations to routing 
of random functions and h-relations. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. A tail estimate for self-weakening random variables 
In the analysis of our algorithms we make use of a tail estimate for so-called self- 
weakening random variables. 
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Definition 1. Given r O-l random variables XI,. . . ,X,, we call them self-weakening, 
if for all Y’, 1 <r’ <r and all subsets B G{ 1,. . . , r’ - 1) the following holds: 
Prob (X,, = 1 1 X, = 1 for all s E B) 6 Prob(X,, = 1). 
The following Chernoff-type lemma for self-weakening 
from [8]. 
random variables is taken 
Lemma 2. Consider r O-l random variables X0,. . . ,&_I, which are self-weakening. 
Let c3 > 0, let X = ClId X,, and let E(X) < p, for some p. Then 
Prob (X 2 (1 + c3)p) < e&‘3 . 
Note that r independent random variables X0,. . . ,Xr_l are also self-weakening. 
The following case of self-weakening variables will appear frequently: 
Lemma 3. Let x EN be jxed. Consider r O-1 random variables X0,. . . ,Xr-1 having 
bounded sum 
r-l 
X=xX,<X=rProb(Xl=l). 
s=o 
Further, assume them to be symmetricul,3 i.e., for B c [r], 1BI <Y?, and s’, s” $! B, let 
Prob(X,f = 1 1 X, = 1 for all s E B) 
= Prob(X,,, = 1 1 X, = 1 for all s E B). 
Let p >E(X). Then the X0,. . . , Xr_l are self-weakening, and the following holds for 
all c422 
Prob(Xac4p)<e”. 
Proof. For all s’ E [r], and B G [r], IBI G%, s $Z B : 
X>E(X)=E(X~X,=~ for all SE@ 
= Prob(X,, = 1 1 X, = 1 for all s E B) . 1 . (r - IBI) + c 1. 
SEB 
Hence, 
X - IBI 
Prob(X,,=l]X,=l forallsEB)<--- 
r - PI 
<“r= Prob(X,=l), 
so the X0,. . . , Xr_l are self-weakening. Lemma 2 yields the desired result. 0 
3 [I] denotes the set (0,. . . , I - 1). 
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2.2. Some useful routing techniques 
We state some facts about routing on optical crossbars: 
Remark 4. Every (partial) permutation can be routed on an optical bus in one step. 
A similar fact holds for off-line routing a (partial) permutation on the MOB. We 
define the MOB formally as we will use it in Section 6. 
Definition 5. Let d, k E N, N = kd. The d-dimensional MOB of size N has set of nodes 
{(So, . . . ,&_I)I& E [kl for all v E VI). 
-- 
For every v E [d] and go,. . . ,&_-1,&+1,. . . ,S?I E [k] the set 
&X . . . xSg!z+[k]xS~~x ... xs? 
is connected by an optical bus. 
To give the desired time bound for routing a permutation off-line on the d- 
dimensional MOB, we use the following result of Annexstein and Baumslag, found 
in [2]. 
The direct product of two graphs G = (VI, El ) and H = (Vz, &), denoted by G x H 
has vertex set Vt x V2. Two vertices (~1, ui ) and (~2, vi) are connected by an edge if 
~1 =v:! and (a{,~:) E E2 or (ur,u2) E El and ui =ui. 
Theorem 6. Given (of-line) routing algorithms for networks G and H, there is an 
(off-line) routing algorithm for the product network G x H. The routes produced by 
this algorithm take at most 
T(G) + T(H) + min{T(G), T(H)} 
steps to complete in G x H, where T(G) (respectively, T(H)) represents the number 
of steps required for a permutation route to complete on G (respectively H). 
Assume that every optical bus of a MOB is replaced by a complete graph. This 
yields the Mesh of Cliques (MOC). The d-dimensional MOC of size N is the direct 
product of a complete graph of size N’ld and the (d - 1 )-dimensional MOC of size 
N(d- 1 Yd 
Lemma 7. Every permutation can be routed ofl-line on a d-dimensional MOB in 
O(d) steps. 
Proof. Every permutation is routed on a complete graph in one step. Then by induction, 
according to Theorem 6, routing a permutation on the d-dimensional MOC requires 
O(d) steps. Since an optical bus can simulate a step of a complete graph in one step, 
the result for the MOB follows. 0 
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We also use some results of [4], especially their result on routing an h-relation on 
an OCPC of size N: 
Theorem 8. Let y >O. An arbitrary h-relation can be realized on an OCPC of size 
N in O(h + 1oglogN) communication steps, with probability at least 1 - N-Y. 
In our application we require a higher probability for a success. For d E fV, we repeat 
the algorithm of [4] d times using copies instead of real packets. After d repetitions 
the probability that at least one copy of every packet reaches its destination is at least 
1 - N-dy. 
Lemma 9. Let y >O. An arbitrary h-relation can be realized an OCPC of size N in 
O(d (h + log 1ogN)) steps, with probability at least 1 - N-@. 
The algorithm of Goldberg et al. is complicated, it consists of four phases and makes 
use of sophisticated sub-logarithmic techniques. 
The first, so-called Thinning Phase is an important technique in the design of OCPC 
algorithms. We use the Thinning Phase in Section 7 as a sub-algorithm. 
Let c’ be a sufficiently large constant, and let 
ti’ = c’ [h/2’-’ + log h + log log log N1 . 
The Thinning Phase 
Initially, every processor is active. 
l For i:=l to logh do 
- Forj:=l tot; do 
Every active processor chooses an integer x E { 1,. . . , h/2’-‘} uniformly at 
random. 
If there are at least x undelivered packets to be sent, send the xth undelivered 
packet to its destination. 
l If a processor contains more than h/2’ packets it becomes inactive. 
In [4] the algorithm is used to deliver a large part of the packets forming an 
h-relation on an OCPC. We use it in a little different setting, where every proces- 
sor contains up to h packets, but up to N/h processors contain a packet destined for a 
processor which is the destination of more than h packets. I.e., some processors violate 
the conditions of an h-relation, but at most N/h processors are affected by this. In this 
setting the following theorem holds: 
Theorem 10. Let h < log N, then the number of undelivered packets after termination 
of the Thinning Phase is at most O(N), with high probability. 
Proof. The theorem is proven in [4] for the case of an h-relation. In our case, we 
assume that every processor containing a packet destined for a processor which is the 
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destination of more than h packets fails totally in delivering any packets. Since there 
are at most N/h of these processors each containing at most h packets, there are at 
most N additional undelivered packets. 0 
3. The Split&Hash network 
A (N,d)-butter-y-type network has the following structure: For d = 1 it is the com- 
plete bipartite network with N sources and N sinks. For d > 1, it consists of k = N1ld 
many identical (N(d-‘)‘d,d - 1)-butterfly-type networks B,, . . . , Bk and N new nodes, 
the sources. These sources are connected by k copies of a bipartite graph, called level- 
(d - 1) funnels to the sources of each Bj, j = 1, . . . , k. The k level-(d - 1) funnels all 
have the same N sources. For an illustration see Fig. 1. The nodes on level 0 are the 
sinks, those on level d the sources. 
(Note: Butterfly and Multibutterlly are (N, log N)-butterfly-type networks.) 
In order to specify an (N,d)-butterfly-type network we have to specify the level-i 
funnels for all i E (2,. . . , d}. 
For n, m, b E N, n >m, a (n, m, b)-funnel is a bipartite graph with n top nodes, the 
senders, and m bottom nodes, the receivers. Senders have degree b, receivers have 
degree bn/m. The edges connecting senders and receivers are defined by edge-functions 
hj : [n] + {s + jm/b 1 s E [m/b]} for j E [b]. The S-th sender is connected to the hj(S)th 
receiver, for all j E [b]. Thus the m receivers of the firnnel are split into b blocks of 
equal size, and each hj, j E [b], maps to one block. 
A (N,d,a)-split&hash network is a (N,d)-butterfly-type network. Its level-i funnels 
are identical (k’+‘, k’, ai)-funnels, for ai = [ad/i]. 
We obtain a random (N,d,a)-split&hash network by choosing the edge-functions 
hj of a (n, m, b)-Cmnel independently at random as folded permutations cp : [n] + [n] 
defining 4 
hi(l):=cp(l)mod (F) +‘$. 
All split&hash networks mentioned in the sequel are random split&hash networks. 
Since we want to deal with optical crossbars we give the following optical crossbar 
version of the split&hash network. Note that every node of level d, . . . ,2 is a top 
node of a group of k identical funnels. Every Rth receiver of a funnel in the group 
is connected to the same set of senders. So we replace all edges adjacent to any Rth 
bottom node by one optical crossbar connecting all Rth bottom nodes with the top 
nodes adjacent to the Rth bottom nodes, as described in Fig. 2. Due to the choice of 
the edge-functions as folded permutations an optical crossbar connecting level i and 
. 
4 To improve readability, the “I.1 ” and “1.J” will be omitted in the sequel. 
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Fig. 1. A butterfly-type network. 
Fig. 2. An optical crossbar (thick dotted line) replacing the edges of one edge-function in three funnels for 
k=3 and a=2. 
level i - 1 has length k+kq. Further, we replace the complete bipartite graphs between 
level 1 and 0 by optical crossbars of length 2k. 
Remark 11. The optical crossbar version of an (N,d, a)-split&hash network has 
depth d, optical busses of length O(N1ld) and degree O(d). 
A packet is sent from an input node to an output node of the split&hash network 
by traveling along the unique sequence of sub-split&hash networks. This sequence is 
called the coarse path of the packet. 
4. Permutation routing 
Our first result is about routing a permutation rc : [iV] -+ [N] from the sources to the 
sinks of a (N,d,a)-split&hash network, so the (unique) packet of the Sth source has 
to be delivered to the n(S)th sink. 
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Theorem 12. Let k E N, d = 0(log6 N), 6 < i, N = kd. Any permutation can be routed 
from the sources to the sinks of a random (N, d, a)-split&hash network in 
0(d2 log d log log N) 
steps, with high probability, tf a is a sujticiently large constant (independent of N). 
Proof. Fix permutation K. For E >O sulliciently small, we partition the set of packets 
in l/s batches. Batch 1 contains the packets of all sources S with n(S) = 1 mod( l/e). 
We route these batches one after the other. 
The routing of a batch is performed in d phases. At the beginning of phase i, all 
packets are on level d - i + 1 in different processors. Phase i delivers them to different 
processors of level d - i obeying their coarse paths. 
We have to show how a phase can be done. The last phase delivering the packets 
from level 1 to their destinations on level 0 takes at most one step, since only partial 
permutations on a complete bipartite graph have to be executed. 
It remains to show how the other phases can be realized. Therefore, we make use of 
the following Funnel Algorithm. The algorithm is executed in all (k’+‘, k’, ai)-funnels, 
i.e., all level-i funnels in parallel. A sender is called active if it holds a packet of the 
batch. 
For all j, if a sender S holds a packet P, let h{ be the edge-function mapping S into 
the output nodes contained in the coarse path of P. 
Funnel Algorithm 
while there are active senders do 
forj:=Otoai-1 do 
l if sender SE [k’+‘] is active: try to send the packet to receiver h:(S) 
l if sending was successful (i.e. only S tried to send a packet to h/(S)), 
S becomes inactive 
Every run through the “while” loop is called a round of the algorithm, a run of the 
“for” loop is a step. 
Main Lemma. Let a 23, k sufJiciently large. Then the following hoUs for each 
i E (2,. . . , d} and E > 0 such that 2Eai < 1: 
(a) A set of ET.TZ packets contained in arbitrary senders of a (k’+‘,k’,ai)-fiinnel, at 
most one packet per sender, can be delivered to distinct sinks of the funnel using at 
most 
t, .= loglogk’ _ 1 
I’ lOg(ai - 1) 
rounds, with probability at least 
1 _ ,--urdlil. 
y can be made arbitrarily large by choosing a sufficiently large. 
(b) Each round contains ai steps. 
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The proof of the Main Lemma is subject of Section 5. 
Using this lemma, we can bound the running time of our routing algorithm: 
Let 1/~>2ai = O(d), then for any y>O, the Main Lemma yields a probability of at 
most 
for a packet to be not delivered after ti rounds. So the probability that any packet 
resides at least ti rounds in a sender of any funnel of level i is at most kd-‘N-Y. Thus, 
the probability that the routing needs more than 1 + cf=, ti rounds is at most 
N-Y ‘2 kd-i <N-Y&d <N-Y+2 
i=l 
Using the Main Lemma the running time per batch of EN packets is at most 
d-l 
1 + C tiai < d 
log log N 
i=l log(a - 1) 
log d 
= O(d log d log log N). 
Since 1/&=0(d), Theorem 12 follows. 
5. Proof of main lemma 
In [7] the Funnel Algorithm is analyzed for random functions taken from “high- 
performance universal classes”. In our case, we need an analysis for the case of random 
uniform functions defined by random permutations as in Section 3. Our proof is much 
simpler than the one taken from [7] and can also be applied in their situation. 
Fix i E (2,. . . , d}, and let n = ki+‘, m = k’ and b = ai. We first prove a simple tech- 
nical lemma that bounds the probability of collisions of packets. 
Lemma 13. Consider a (n,m, b)-funnel. Let z <n/2, j E { 1,. . . , b}, and let S,s?S(‘), 
$?G $2) ,..., s~[n], Scf{S(1),s,S(2) ,..., s}, S#s^ be senders. 
1; the number of receivers m is large enough then the following holds: 
JJ I= Prob(hj(S) = hi(g) 1 hj(S(‘)) = hj(s), . . . , hj(S’“‘) = hj(S)) 
<fl 
m ’ 
Proof. There are mfb possible values for hi, each value can be taken at most bn/m 
times, so the probability for hi(S)= hj(S’) is at most 
bnjm bn/m b. 2 q 
~b!+=n-z’~ 
Due to the collision resolution of the optical crossbars a packet is successfully de- 
livered to a receiver, if it is the only packet sent to the receiver at this time. If two 
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Fig. 3. The witness tree. 
or more packets are tried to send to the same receiver they collide with each other. 
According to Lemma 13, the probability for two packets to collide is at most p. 
Now, let us consider the first a of the b = [ad/i] edge-functions. The remaining 
edge-functions will be used at the end of the proof. 
For a labeled tree we use the following notations: dist(v) is the distance of a node 
v to the root, and e(v) is the parent of v. For two nodes v, w we write v + w if 
dist(v)<dist(w), or if dist(u) = dist(w) and u left of w. If v and w are connected by 
an edge labeled 1, we say v and w share label 1. 
Let B’ = (V’,E’) be a complete tree of height t with out-degree a for every inner 
node. Further, for every inner node u let the leftmost outgoing edge incident to v be 
labeled 0, the next edge labeled 1 and so on. Thus the rightmost edge is labeled a - 1. 
For all v E V’, v # root(B’), we do the following: Let v and its parent e(u) share 
label 1. If u has at least one child, then it has got a child v[ sharing label 1 with v. 
We remove the subtree rooted in UI from B’. Further, we remove the subtree rooted 
in the node w sharing label a - 1 with root(B’). The remaining tree is called witness 
tree and denoted as B = (V, E) (cf. Fig. 3). 
Next, we make use of this tree to describe the “reason” for a long running time of 
the Funnel Algorithm. If two packets P and P’ are tried to be sent to the same receiver 
using edge-function hr, say, the sending is not successful. In this case, we say that P 
l-collides with P’. 
Consider now a packet P not been sent after t rounds of the algorithm. This can 
only be true, if for all 1 E [a], there is a packet PI l-colliding with P in round t - 1. 
To describe this we embed P into the root of 8, and PI into the child sharing label 1 
with the root. (The packet a-colliding with P is omitted.) 
Now, every u E V with dist(v) = 1 contains a packet P’. Since each packet P’ col- 
lides with P in round t - 1, it is still active in round t - 1. So recursively, for every 
1’ E [a] there is a packet Pi I’-colliding with P’ in round t - 2. Again we describe this 
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fact by embedding Pi into the child of u sharing label 1’ with u. Now, every VE V with 
dist(u) = 2 contains a packet P” active in round t - 2. Obviously, for any t’ <t and any 
v E Y with dist(u) = t’, we can find a packet which is active in round t - t’, by contin- 
uing the recursion. If a packet P” is embedded into a node v, we write cant(u) = P”. 
For any node VE V sharing label 1 with its parent e(v), the packet cant(u) Z-collides 
with the packet cont(e(v)) in round t - dist(v). 
As for a given packet P there may be several packets Z-colliding with P, the con- 
struction is not unique. To simplify our further discussion, we make the embedding 
process unique by applying the following strategy S: 
The embedding process starts in root(B), and embeds packets into the nodes one 
after another with respect to 4. 
To describe a step of the process, fix a node v E V and an 1 E [a]. Let w be a child 
of u sharing label 1 with v and P=cont(v): 
If there is only one packet P’ Z-colliding with P, embed P’ into w. 
If there are several packets I-colliding with P and none of them is embedded before, 
embed the lexicographically smallest one of them into w. 
If there are packets l-colliding with P which have been embedded in the tree before, 
embed the packet contained in the smallest node (w.r.t. +) for embedding into w. 
As another modification, in the latter case remove all children of w and their subtrees, 
further, add w to the set B of expansion nodes. 
We call this embedding an S-embedding. The new tree BB = (VV, EE) is called base 
tree. 
For every witness tree with an S-embedding there is a unique base tree, a unique 
set of expansion nodes, and a unique embedding which 
(i) is chosen according to strategy S and further fulfills: 
(ii) Vv, w E W \ 8 : v # w * cant(v) # cant(w), 
(iii) Vv E d : 3w E W \ d : cant(v) = cant(w). 
Thus, the probability for the Funnel Algorithm not to be terminated after t rounds may 
be estimated by the probability for the existence of a base tree of depth at most t, with 
expansion nodes and an embedding fulfilling conditions (i)-(iii). 
In order to bound the last probability, consider the following game: A set of randomly 
chosen edge-functions ho,. . . , h,_l is given to a player. The player chooses a packet 
P, and a base tree BB. Since a node v of B \ BB is an element of B if and only if its 
parent e(v) is an element of BB, a unique set of expansion nodes 8 is induced by the 
choice of BB. After that the player embeds P into the root. Then she tries to succeed 
embedding packets into nodes according to strategy S. If the player cannot succeed 
due to loss of colliding packets, she loses and stops; if she has to embed a packet 
violating condition (ii) or (iii), she loses and stops. If she is able to fill the whole base 
tree, she wins. What is the probability for the player to win? 
Fix a base tree BB and a packet P: 
5 In fact, any ordering of the packets will do. 
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Case 1. ]W\S]ai]V]: W e only consider losing due to loss of packets. For a 
certain packet Q and an 1 E [a - l] the probability for a packet Q’ Z-colliding with Q 
to exist, is at most &pm. he to condition (ii) l-collisions of a packet Q may appear 
at most once in VV \ 8’. Hence, 
Prob(player wins] case 1 )<(~prn)l~\‘I-~ <(epm)(1/2)IYI-1 
for p as defined in Lemma 13. 
Case 2. ]W\d]<$]V]: W e only consider losses due to violating condition (iii). 
Let u E 8, dist(u) = 1, and let root(BB) and u share label 1. The probability that there is 
a packet Q’ Z-colliding with cant(u) and appearing in the tree earlier is at most p&I VI. 
For UE B and dist(u)> 1 it is a little more complicated, since I-collisions may appear 
twice in this case: For two packets P and P’ l-colliding with each other, there may 
be two nodes u and U/E&’ such that cant(u) = P, cont(e(u)) = P’, cont(u’) = P’ and 
cont(e(u’))=P. Since the packets embedded into the parent nodes have to be different, 
an l-collision can appear at most twice. 
Thus, for 81 :={uEB] dist(u)= 1) and ~9, :=&‘\&I, 
Prob(player wins] case ~)~(E~IVI)I~I’I~>“*. 
The probability above is maximal, if the expansion nodes are close to the root of the 
tree, so we can assume that dist(u) = 2 for all u E 8, . We have to delete at least l I VI 
nodes of V, hence, 
I&l(a- 1)+ ]8,]>&2- 1)2. 
Hence, for a B 3, 
For 2 < t = (log log m/log(a - 1)) - 1 the size of the witness tree V is log m. Using 
this and the definition of p from Lemma 13 we get 
and 
(EPI vI)(“*xa- l) < 
.&.a -U/4&-7--1) 
0 m 
for m large enough. 
There are at most 21’1 <m* base trees and m packets to chose by the player. Hence, 
Prob(player wins) <m3(r#10s(2Eu) + m-or(r-x)(‘-r))_ 
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So far, we have only considered the first a edge-functions. In fact, we have b = [ad/i1 
edge-functions, so we can apply the argument for [d/i] trees simultaneously, one tree 
for edge-functions functions ho,. . .,&_I, one tree for h,,. . . , hza-l, and so on. Hence, 
the overall probability for a packet to be not delivered after t rounds is 
(n23(mw2)ww + ,-(114w19yd/il Gm-~rdiil 
for arbitrarily large y >0, if a and i are sufficiently large. 0 
6. Simulation on the mesh of busses 
We will transform our result for the split&hash network to the d-dimensional MOB 
by a step by step simulation. 
We embed a (N,d,a)-split&hash network into the d-dimensional mob of size N in 
the natural way: For SE [N] let m(S) = (So,. . . , &-I) such that Et&i &k”-l = S be 
our embedding. Observe that w embeds the different sub-split&hash networks of depth 
d’ into the different sub-MOBS of dimension d’. 
Theorem 14. Let k,d,aE N, a 23, N := kd and d = O(log’N), for 6 < i. Every 
permutation can be routed on the d-dimensional MOB-PC of edge-size k using 
log log N 
log(a - 1) > 
steps, with probability at least 
1-N-Y 
for some y >O, if preprocessing to realize 0(d3) random permutations is done. 
The random permutations are independent of the input. 
Proof. The proof is done by simulating a (N,d,a)-split&hash network on the 
d-dimensional MOB. We assume that the split&hash network is embedded into the 
MOB using m. 
Since sub-split&hash networks are embedded into sub-meshes of the MOB, it suffices 
to show how the first phase of the permutation routing algorithm can be done. To do 
so, we will simulate a step of the Funnel Algorithm in the leftmost level-(d - 1) funnel. 
Unfortunately for two nodes adjacent in the split&hash network, their images are 
not adjacent in the MOB. 
Consider the Sth node of level d of a (N,d,a)-split&hash network and the leftmost 
funnel. Let qj be the permutation used to define hj as a folded permutation. For all 
j E [ad] the receivers adjacent to s are 
+ jkd-’ 
-. 
ad 
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Fix j E [ad]. Then every receiver R E W := {jkd-‘/ud,. . . , (j + l)kd-‘/ad} is adjacent 
to kad senders in the split&hash network. For every R ~9, split the senders adjacent 
to R into ad sets My’ , . . . ,A@ of size k, and let &fj9 = UrEW My). 
Let m(R) = (Ro, . . . , Rd-1) and let cplR) be a one-to-one mapping between a(M,(R’) 
and [k] x RI x ... x Rd-1 (cpy’ maps some of the nodes adjacent to R in the split&hash 
network onto nodes adjacent to R in the MOB), and let c+$@ with q”(S) = cpy) if 
SE&&~), be the compound mapping of the cpp’. Obviously, qp” is still a one-to-one 
mapping, depending only on the choice of the edge-function hj. 
The simulation of a jth step of a round of the Funnel Algorithm proceeds as follows: 
For i := 1 to ad do 
(i) For all senders SE&%, if w(S) is active, send its packet to ~(cp?(S)). 
(ii) Every node receiving a packet from m(S) in the last step, tries to send it to node 
a(hj(S)). 
(iii) If the sending was not successful the packet is send back to node CD(S). 
(iv) If a node has received more than one packet during the “for” loop, the packet is 
send back to its origin. 
It remains to show how the steps of the simulation can be done. 
Step (i) of the simulation requires routing of a partial permutation which is indepen- 
dent of the given routing problem. According to Lemma 6 this is done in O(d) time 
using preprocessing. 
In step (ii) of the simulation a packet has to be send from node a(cp”(S)) to node 
m(hj(S)). The two nodes are connected by an optical bus, so this step of the simulation 
is done in constant time. 
Sending the packets back in step (iii) of the simulation has the same complexity as 
step (i) of the simulation, since the inverse of cp” has to be routed. 
Step (iv) of the simulation is done by applying steps (ii) and (i) backwards, it 
requires at most O(d) time. 
In total, since ad = O(d), simulating a step of the Funnel Algorithm is done in O(&) 
time. The result follows by step by step simulation. 
7. Other routing problems 
In Section 4 we show how to realize a permutation on the split&hash network. In 
this section we extend the results to h-relations and random functions with known 
congestion. The result for random functions is a corollary of our Theorems 12 and 14: 
Corollary 15. Let N,d,a~ IY, d = O(log’N), 6 < 3, a 23, and N large enough. 
A random function with known congestion C can be routed 
(a) from the input nodes to the output nodes of a (N,d,a)-split&hash network in 
0( d2 log d log log N + d2C) 
steps, 
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(b) on a d-dimensional MOB of size N using 
0(d410gdloglogN+d2C) 
steps, 
with high probability, if d -C log’12 N. 
Proof. Let E > 0 be sufficiently small and p > 1. The routing is done in (l/s)pe batches 
(e denotes the base of the natural ogarithm). Each packet chooses the batch where it 
participates independently, uniformly at random. 
Consider a funnel F of level i E {d, . . . , 2). The expected number of packets traveling 
through the receivers of F is s(l/pe)k’. Since k’ = o(log2 N) and l/s = O(d) = 
O(log”‘N). Lemma 2 yields, that at most cki packets travel through the receivers of 
F, with high probability. 
The probability that any funnel in level i gets more than eki packets is at most 
kd-‘N-Y <N-Y+‘. Since the number of levels is d, the probability that any funnel in 
the network gets more than Eki packets is at most N-Y+‘d <N-Y+2. 
Hence, we can use the Funnel Algorithm to deliver a batch from level d to level 1, 
as we have done to route a permutation. This takes at most 0(d2 log d log log N) time, 
with high probability. 
After delivering all packets of a batch to level 1 we deliver the packets to their desti- 
nation on level 0 in O(d(C+log log N’id)) time, with probability at least 1 - N-‘lddY = 
1 -N-Y, according to Lemma 9. 
The result for the MOB follows by applying the simulation result from 
Section 6. 0 
Definition 16. A modified (N,d,a)-split&hash network is a (N,d,a)-split&hash 
network including some additional edges: 
l For each (k’+‘, k’, ai)-fUnne1, we add edges for a (k’+‘, k’, I)-funnel, sharing the same 
senders and receivers. 
l For each funnel, we partition the set of receivers into sets of size log3 N and add 
a complete graph connecting the nodes of each set of the partition. This can be 
realized using optical crossbars of length log3 N. 
l For i cd, the Sth node of level i is connected by an edge to the Sth node of level 
i+l. 
Theorem 17. Let N,d,a E N, d = O(log6 N), 6 < i, a23, and N large enough. Let 
h < log N. Any h-relation can be routed 
(a) from the sources to the sinks of a modi$ed (N,d,a)-split&hash network in 
0(d3 log d log log N + d2h) 
steps, 
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(b) on the d-dimensional MOB-PC of edge-size k = N’ld in 
O(d’ log d log log N + d3h) 
steps, 
with high probability. 
Proof. First, we prove part (a). We show how to route a random h-relation. To route an 
arbitrary h-relation, we first route a random h-relation, obtained as a folded permutation 
computed off-line. After that the packets contained in the Sth sink of the split&hash 
network are sent to the Sth source using the additional edges connecting the Sth node 
of every level. Then the packets are delivered to their destinations, which requires to 
route a random h-relation, again. 
For E < 1 small enough, we show how to route one batch of a random h-relation 
containing ENh packets. The complete routing consists of I/E batches, routed one after 
the other. Let a batch contain all packets whose destinations mod(l/s) have some fixed 
value. 
To route a batch, we apply the following steps (they are explained below): 
l Deliver the main part of the packets to level 1 using the Thinning Phase (compare 
Section 2) on the additional funnels. 
l Use the h-relation algorithm of [4] (cf. Lemma 9) to deliver the packets present at 
level 1 to their destinations on level 0. 
l Deliver the remaining packets. 
The second step is obvious, so we have to explain how the first and the last step 
can be done. 
Deliver the main part of the packets: The routing consists of d - 1 phases. At the 
beginning of phase i we assume the processor on level d - i + 1 to contain all but 
O(iN) packets, at most h per processor. Phase i delivers all but O(N) packets to level 
d - i according to their coarse path and ensures each level d - i processor to contain 
at most h packets. During the delivery of the main part of the packets, we only make 
use of the additional funnels, the other funnels are not considered. 
At the beginning of a phase, each sender contains up to h packets. In the additional 
funnels, each packet has a unique “destination” on level d-i. We deliver all but O(N) 
packets to their “destinations” using the Thinning Phase as stated in Section 2. Since 
during the Thinning Phase packets are sent to their destinations only, and no other 
communication occurs, it is possible to simulate it between two consecutive levels of 
the split&hash network without slowdown. 
Using Lemma 10 we show that all but O(N) packets are delivered to level d - 1 in 
O(h + log h log log log N) steps. 
A packet participates in a fumrel F if its coarse path leads through the bottom nodes 
of F. For a receiver R a packet participating in R’s funnel and contained in senders 
adjacent o R is called relevant for R. A receiver is called crowded, if there are at 
least 6#h packets relevant for R. 
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To meet the conditions of Lemma 10, we show that at most N/h senders of level 
d - i + 1 contain a packet relevant for a crowded receiver. 
First, for a receiver R, we estimate the number of packets contained in a sender 
adjacent to R: Assume R’s edges to be numbered, and let X,, s E [k] be a O-l random 
variable, denoting weather the sender S, connected to R by its sth edge contains at 
least .s’/2h packets. Let X = Et:‘, XV. Then 
and 
E’12mkh 
E(X) = kMk = E’12k, 
Lemma 3 yields that X < 2&‘12k with probability at least 
1 -ePk>l -NPY. 
So, with high probability, there are at most 
2&1i2kh 
packets contained in a sender adjacent to R. 
Second, we estimate the probability for a receiver R to be crowded: Let X, = 1 for 
SE{l,..., 2.$12kh} iff the sth packet contained in a sender adjacent to R is relevant for 
aX= C3=le l12kh is bounded by 2E1j2kh. The probability for a packet to be relevant 
for R is k-l, since each sender is connected to k funnels. Hence, 
E(X) < 2z1’2khk-’ = 2&‘12h 
with high probability. According to Lemma 3 the probability that there are more than 
6&‘12h packets relevant for R, i.e., R is crowded, is at most 
with high probability. 
Third, let X,=1 for s E {l,..., m} iff the sth receiver of the funnel F is crowded. 
The number of packets traveling through the receivers of F is Emh, so 
X < lE’12mh. 
‘6 
Further, 
E(X) = mhe3 
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with high probability, so the number of crowded receivers is at most mhw2, with high 
probability, if h 2 2. 
Fourth, let X,=1 for sE{l , . . . , N} iff the sth sender of level d - i + 1 contains a 
packet relevant for a crowded receiver. Then X is trivially bounded by N. E(X) is 
at most hNhm2, with high probability. So applying Lemma 3 yields that there are at 
most O(Nh-’ ) senders in a level containing a packet for a crowded receiver, with high 
probability. 
Thus, according to Lemma 10 phase i delivers all but O(N) of the packets on level 
d -i + 1 to level d - i. The time required for the Thinning phase is O(h + log log log N 
log h). 
Deliver the remaining packets: Consider level d-i of the network. After delivering the 
main part of the packets, at most O(N/h) level d - i senders contain some packets left 
behind, with high probability. We call these senders bad. Every bad sender contains at 
most h packets. We redistribute these packets, so that each sender contains at most a 
constant number of packets. After that, we deliver them to their destinations using the 
random function algorithm with C = h for a constant number of times. To redistribute 
the packets, we make use of the additional optical crossbars of length log3 n which 
are part of the modified split&hash network. 
Since each additional crossbar contains log3 N random senders, the expected number 
of contained bad senders is (log3 N)/h 2 1og’N. Lemma 2 yields that the number of 
contained bad senders is at most O((log3 N)/h), with high probability. So, with high 
probability, the number of packets in the crossbar is O(log3 N). Using a parallel prefix 
algorithm we redistribute the packets in O(log log N) steps. 
After the packets of level d - i are redistributed we deliver them to their destinations 
using the random function algorithm for congestion h. 0 
8. Conclusions 
In this paper we have used techniques from routing theory of small degree networks, 
shared memory simulations and techniques developed for OCPCs to examine the rout- 
ing capability of optical crossbars. We give fast routing algorithms for three common 
routing problems (permutations, random functions and h-relations) showing a tradeoff 
between the size of the optical crossbars, the degree of the network and the routing 
time for the three routing problems. Especially we show that the running times of our 
routing algorithms are polynomial in the degree of our split&hash network and the 
more common MOB. 
It remains open whether there are faster algorithms for the mentioned routing prob- 
lems. For the problem of routing h-relations on a single optical crossbar of size n 
there is a lower bound of R(&giog%), cf [6]. So a trivial lower bound for rout- 
ing h-relations on split&hash networks or MOBS is R(d + dm). It should be a 
challenging problem to close the gap between this lower bound and our upper bound. 
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